Attack detection
and prevention

Technical
Introduction

Overview
As an important network security feature, attack detection and prevention enables a device to detect attacks by
inspecting arriving packets, and to take prevention actions to protect a private network.
Attack detection and prevention can effectively defense single-packet attacks, flood attacks, and scanning
attacks.
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Process
Single-packet attack defense, flood attack defense, and scanning attack defense each have its own detection
and defense processes, as shown in the following figure.
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The device can detect and prevent single-packet attacks of the following types:
ICMP redirect, ICMP unreachable, ICMP type, ICMPv6 type, Land, Large ICMP, Large
ICMPv6, IP option, IP option abnormal, Fragment, Impossible, Tiny fragment, Smurf, TCP
Flag, Traceroute, Winnuke, UDP Bomb, UDP Snork, UDP Fraggle, Teardrop, Ping of death,
and IPv6 ext-header.
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The device can detect and prevent flood attacks of the following types:
SYN flood attack, ACK flood attack, SYN-ACK flood attack, FIN flood attack, RST flood
attack, UDP flood attack, ICMP flood attack, ICMPv6 flood attack, DNS flood attack, DNS
reply flood attack, HTTP flood attack, and SIP flood attack.
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The device can detect and prevent IP sweep attack and port scanning attack.

Application scenarios

Device self-protection

Internal server protection
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servers and hosts from various cyber attacks.
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